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These are the prelim interview questions that I prepared for TJG earlier this summer. I also have a file which 

contains what I believe are all of the Anderson-JFK-Rosselli columns, and a very interesting set of notes taken 

during an HSCA interview with Anderson.Please let me know when you can meet to discuss this.To: Jeremy 

Gunn/ARRBcc: Kevin Tiernan/ARRB From: Manuel Legaspi/ARRB Date: 07/08/97 11:45:41 AMSubject: Jack 

Anderson/interview questions1. How did you go about ascertaining the veracity of the Roselli information? 

Did you utilize sources inside the FBI, CIA, Church Committee or Rockefeller Commission? (We, of course, 

would not be asking him to reveal the identities of his sources -- we just would be asking him if he verified the 

information through government sources.) 2. Did you have any other sources "inside" the Mafia that 

confirmed the Roselli information?3. Was Roselli Edward Morgan's only client (in these matters)? Do you 

know if Morgan also represent Robert Maheu and Sam Giancana? Morgan has stated that he learned about 

the Castro plots from Maheu, although it is unclear if Morgan did any legal work for him (Maheu).4. Did you 

have "inside" Cuban sources who confirmed the "JFK-turnaround" plots?5. Are you in possession of any notes 

or transcripts that you would be willing to donate to the JFK Assassination collection? 6. Can you provide us 

with any information regarding access to official records (e.g., CIA 1967 IG Report, Church Committee 

documents) that you might have seen prior to you writing the columns dealing with the Castro assassination 

plots or other JFK assassination-related topics? 7. Can you give us any insight as to important documents that 

we should request from relevant government or private entities? 8. Gaeton Fonzi, Danny Hardway, and Edwin 

Lopez were of the opinion that Anderson changed the tone of the articles which revealed the Castro 

assassination plots after he was "talked to" by CIA-types. In his first article on the assassination attempts, 

Anderson indicated that the people the CIA sent to kill Castro killed Kennedy on their own; in his subsequent 

articles (seven years later, after the death of Roselli), he states that the men who were sent to kill Castro were 

turned by the Cuban dictator and ordered to kill JFK. Perhaps we can ask him about this angle... 9. Do you 

remember if Edward P. Morgan (Rosselli's lawyer) was present during all of your discussions with Rosselli? 

What kind of role did he play in these discussions? Did he (Morgan) approve or disapprove certain discussion 

topics? In your mind, did Morgan's presence add to Rosselli's credibility?
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